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Prep for printing onto your fabric….Cut a piece of Freezer Paper the size of a piece of
your printer paper.
Iron the Freezer paper to the WRONG side of your fabric…For velour that is the
FUZZY side.
Cut the fabric to match the Freezer paper.
Place the fabric/Freezer Paper in your printer. NOTE….My printer is a cheap HP 1300,
a lot of years old and low on ink…LOL My printer prints on the BOTTOM side so my
fabric/Freezer paper sandwich goes fabric down.
Open the page here with the 2 faces on it. Tell your computer/printer to print and there
you have it….OR….Print the face page and lay it in your printer under the lid and tell it
to print from the printer. Works both ways…Been there done that...

Face sheet printed on fabric which
has been ironed to freezer paper

The printed face cut out, allowing a seam
allowance. Don't worry about the little V in the
side. It will be inside after sewing.

Lay your face over another piece of fabric
RST Sew around making sure to sew just.
inside the seam line.

The face sewn and cut out.

Turned RSO.

You can color enhance the face now or wait until you have it stuffed.
***OR***
If you have a really good printer it might not need enhancing!
***OR***
You might like the light face better than a vivid face.

Stuffed and gathered.

Add more stuffing through the X
forcing it away from the center and
making the face wider and firmer

X cut in back.

Head tied on.
NOTE..I made the stockings bit
longer and pulled them all the way up,
then gathered them a bit at the top to
keep them up.

Things to use for color enhancements. Just "color in the lines".
Gel pens for eye and mouth color. Microns for eyelashes, eyebrows and nose
lines.
White acrylic paint for eye whites.
Colored pencils for eye shadow and blush, or use people blush for blush.

***Simply enhanced***
Takes less than 5 minutes!

Of course, if you are a face painter, drawer, colorer, artist please go for it.
Do your own thing….Needle sculpt, add a nose, put in a bead for a nose bump…
Use buttons for eyes and a simple thread mouth, a Raggedy Ann nose, the ideas are
endless.
HAVE FUN!!!!
ANOTHER NOTE….WENDY WEARS SHOES THAT ARE ABOUT 2" LONG.
Her feet are simple and can be squished into smaller sizes. Just stuff lightly, put the
stockings and shoes on and then stuff the feet to fit the shoes.
www.dollsupply.com has shoes or all sorts.
Hugs, Judi
www.judisdolls.com
www.thedollnet.com
www.picturetrail.com/judisdolls

